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habits of the imago , distribution of 
the various named forms, and some 
speculati ons on the pre sent trend of 
its variation, 217, 245, 268 
Plusia moneta in Cambridgeshire, 187 ; 
in Cheshire, 208; in Surrey, 164 
Polia chi, ab. olivacea in Derbyshire, 285 
Polygonia a-album ab., 230 
Poly gonia c-album, abundance in Shrop-
shire of, 237 
Polygonia a-album in Shropshire, 237 , 
280, 281; in Wa les, 283. 
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rhamni , 142 
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Lepidoptera, 164, 190 
Proctotrypid genu s Gana.Lopus, Ljunch, 
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tago, 18 
Pyralidro from Formo sa, 175 
Pyrameis atalanta, Cyanaris argiolus, 
and Macroglo ssa stellatrum in Done-
!!al, 23G 
Pyrameis cardui and Van essa io at 
Brighton , GS 
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191, 207 
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253 
Rhyacionia (Retinia) purd eyi, Durrant, 
at Lewisham, 141 
Sale of Mi·. Thomas H . Brigg·s Collec-
tion, 287 
Saturnia carpini in t:he Orkn ey I sles, 164 
" Sacbroocl " : a bee disease, 213 
Scoliopteryx libatrix in July , 209 
Scoparia, Haw. , 116 
Scoparia frequent ella, S. pallida, etc . , 18 
Scoparia pallida, Steph., 44, 68 
Sesia formicroformi s Jarva feeding on the 
pith of osier stems, 187 
Sesiid m, Note s on the Larval and Pupal 
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Sirex gigas ancl S. ju venous in Renfr ew-
shire, 257 
Sirex gigas at Chiche ster, 188 
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214 
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Some Stephanidro: with descriptions of 
new species, 32, 92, lll5 
Somatochlora meta llica iu Hamp shire , 
191 
Sphinx (Herse) convolvuli in l!l17, 23, 
231 , 260 , 283,284 
Sphinx convolvuli in Cheshi.re, 283; in 
Devonshire, 231, 260; in Done ga l, 
231; in Dublin , 231; in Durham, '..!30, 
260 ; in Glou cestershire, 260; in Isle 
of Wight, 260; in Kent. 230,260,284; 
in Middlese x. 260; in Norfolk, 230; in 
Scotland. 260; in Somerset, 230 : iu 
Suffolk, 260; in Surrey , 230 ; in Sus-
sex, 230. 284; in Wales, 231; in York -
shire. 230, 283 
Sphin x ligustri two winters in pupa, 164 
Sphin x pin astr i in Suffolk. 258 
Stauropus fagi at Godalming, 237; in 
Ea st bourne, 191 
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Stephanidre, On certain , 129 
Stephanus (Parastephanellu s) damel-
licus, WesLw., 266 
Styringomyia fossil in England, 141 
The Noctuidru of Great Britain as 
arranged in Lhe general collection at 
the Natural History Museum. 178, 205 
'.l'he occL1rrence of 'ipanish fly (Lytta 
vesicatoria) at Chichester, 188, 210 
The ox-warble or bot -fly, 116 
The Platt Barratt Collection, 94 
'l'he 1917 butterfly season in Bucks , 285 
TorLrix pronubana in London district, 
257. 279 ; note on egg-laying of. 280; 
yet another food-plant of, 68 
Tortri x rnsticana in Tilgate Forest, 43 
Two days collecting in Lancashir e and 
Cnmberhind. 7 
Two new hnml,Je-bee s from China, 265 
Two new species of Diastrephanus . 
Euclerl .. 131 
U nrecorclecl occurrences of Sir icid re, 44 
Vanessa io a11d Aglais urticre in Glou-
cestershire. 208 
VARIETIES: 
A braxas gross ulariata, 21. 46, 285 
Acronicta megacephala , 118 
Adopooa flava, 262 ; lineola , 262 
V ARIETIES-COlltinued .' 
Agriacles corydon, 45, 46, 166, 229, 
262 ; thetis, 46 
Agriopis aprilina, 45 
Aphantopus hypern .ntus , 46 
Aplecta nebulosa, 49 
Argynnis aglaia, 207, 230; cyd ipp e, 
216 
Aricia medon, 20 
Boarmia consonaria, 19, 20 
Bithys quercus, 45 
Ccenonympha pamphilu~, 45, 46 
Cosmotriche potatoria, 45 
Cupido minimus, 229, 262 
Epinephele ianirn, 22; jurtina , 45; 
tithonus, 45,46 
Euchloe cardamines, 192, 207 
Eupithecia larici ata, 19 
Hypocrita jacob rere, 46 
Lycrena b ellargus , 22 
Melanippe montanata, 47 
Plusia moneta, 47 
Polygonia c-albnm, 45, 166, 230 
Polyommatns icarus, 45 
Psencloterpna prninata, 22 
Pyrarneis atalanta, 144 
Satnrnia pavonia, 47 
Sphin x ligustri, 46 
Spilosoma mendica, 47 
Vanessa urticre, 22 
Zonosoma pendnlaria, 46 
What is the food-plant of Cerostoma 
seqnella? 256, 287 
William Kirby: biographical note, 213 
ERRA TA ET CORRIGENDA. 
P. 122, 1. 12 from top. for Basses-Alpes read Basses-Pyrenees. 
P. 159, I. 32 from top, delete cleanthe. 
P. 2CJ7, I. 10 from top, for molybdena read molybcl-ina. 
P. 235, I. 17 from bottom , for Ewinessa read Euvanes sa. 
P. 240, I. 9 from bottom, for electaa read electa. 
P. 264, I. 16 from top, for 63 read 263. 
P. 264, 1. 18 from top, for Plebeids read Plebeiids. 
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OCCURRENCE OF AN AUSTRALIAN CEOOPHORID 
IN ENGLAND . 
BY EDWARD MEYRICR, B.A., F.R.S., ETo . 
1N the 'Entomologi st,' 1910, vol. xliii, p . 96, Mr. 0. G . 
Clutterbuck recorded the ca pture by the Rev. J. W. Metcalfe in 
Devon of an insect identified by me as Ocystola cethopis, an 
Australian species of the CEcophoridce. Mr. Metcalfe took this 
~·ear at Exmoutb a similar example ancl sent it to me for 
identification ; this is without doubt the closely allied and much 
commoner acroxnntha, Meyr., and I am therefore now of opinion 
that the first example was wrongly id entifi ed, and was probably 
a, melanic variety of acroxa ntha, the normal form of which is 
characterised by the yellow terminal cilia of fore -wings. This 
species ha s lately been introdu ced from Australia into New 
Zealand. I suppose it to be attached to Eucalyptus, but whereas 
sap lings could easily be, and probab ly are, sent from Australia 
to New Ze aland, it seems very improbable that they are sent to 
England, plan ts being easi ly raised in this coun try fr om seen 
(I have raised five or six kinds myself). Hence the importation 
is difficult to explain . But Mr. Metcalfe states that the specimen 
was beaten from an elm in a field, and adjoining this field is a 
1rnrsery in which import ed plants may be growing; moreover. 
Eucalyptus grows well at Exmouth, where, I expect, severa l 
species would stand the winter. He thinks that the former 
specimen may probably have been from the same locality, and 
hopes to investigate further. 
Thornhanger, l\Iarlborough, 
November 8th, 1917. 
TWO NEW HUMBLE-BEES FROM CHINA . 
BY T. D. A CooRERELL. 
SoME time ago Mr. N. Gist Gee sent to the U.S. Natio nal 
Muse um two spec ies of Bombus from the Chinese province of 
Kia ng si. Both are new, and are herew ith described. 
B ombus geei, n. sp. 
Female.-Length about 20 mm., anter ior wing 16; broad and 
robust, black, with black hair, but a rather obscure patch of yellow 
ha ir on each side of basal part of abdomen sublatei;ally overlappin g 
ENTOM.-DECEMBER, 1917. Z 
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second segment, and from apex of fourth segment to end of abdomen 
the hair is bright ferruginous; outer side of anterior tibre and tarsi 
with some red hair, hair on outer side of middle tib re and tarsi all 
red; hind tibre and tarsi with both tegument and hair red; wings 
dilute orange, with the outer margin very broadly dusky . Olypeus 
shining, very sparsely punctured; malar space about as broad as 
long; third antennal joint about" 1·5 times as long as fourth, fourth 
conside rably longer than broad . 
Kuling, Kiangsi, Chiria (N. Gist Gee, 52 a). This is very 
closely related in all respects to B. latissirnus Friese, from 
Formosa, and must be considered the mainland representative 
of that species. It adds one more to the numerous in stances 
in which Formosan species possess close allies on the mainland. 
Superficially, B. geei is like the Japanese B. ignitiis Sm., but 
the wings are quite different. 
Bornbus kulingensis, n. sp. 
Female.-Length about 20 mm., anterior wing 17; broad and 
robust, black, the colour-pattern of hair nearly as in B. pyropygus 
Friese, but the thoracic dark patch is very large and subquadrate, 
the hair is not so long, and the wings are very much darker. Head 
with black hair, pallid on occiput ; clypeus shin ing, the disc almost 
impunctate ; malar space a trifle longer than broad, not nearly 
1·5 times longer; mandibles with two notches on inner half of 
cutting margin, and a ferruginous patch (tegumentary) near first 
notch ; third antennal joint longer than fourth, but- not 1·5 times 
longer, fifth about as long as third; thorax with pale yellow hair, 
strongly mixed with bla'<k on prothorax, and disc above, extending 
to middle of scutellum, very broadly black; legs with black hair; 
wings dark reddish-fuscous, not quite as dark as in B. fragrans; 
abdomen with yellow hair on first three segments, but black on 
sides of third; fourth segment basally with black hair, more or less 
mixed with red, and beyond this the hair is bright ferruginou s. 
Kuling, Kiangsi, China (N. Gist Gee, 54 a). Related to 
B. trifasciatus Sm., but with much longer fourth antenna! joint, 
and black band on abdomen narrow and weak. 
S'I'EPHANUS (PARASTEPHANELLUS DAMELLICUS, 
Westw. 
BY E. A. ELLIOTT, F.E.S. 
IN the June number of this Journal, p. mg, I published 
some rema~·ks on the differences . between Westwood 's species 
as described by him, from Australia, and one from New Gu inea 
and Borneo, considered by Enderlein to be identical. Through 
the courtesy of Prof. Poulton I have been able to exam ine 
the handsome and perfect type, now in the Hope Museum at 
Oiford, and .find certain -modifications neceesary. 
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Westwood says of the bind femora: "subtus serratis 
dentibusque tribus majoribus armatis," whereas they are most 
distinctly bidentate. Also be describes the metanotum af! only 
basally striate, but Enderlein's species bas this part longi-
tudinally striate throughout. In this case I was misled by the 
different sense in which thf3 two authors understand the term; 
Westwood includes under it both the narrow visible strip of 
the true metanotum, which is longitudinally striate, and the 
median segment, Enderlein describing them separately, and 
tbe latter part is rugose in both. 
The characteristic points in damellicus, Westw. are: the 
conspicuous transverse carina on vertex, and the rather broad 
white line under the eyes, both of which are wanting in 
Enderlein's species; the sculpture of the pronotum is also 
different. 
In the 'Arkiv for zoologi,' ix, 1915, p. 1, Roman describes 
a species from West Australia which certainly comes very close 
to damellicus, West., if not actually, as Roman suggests, a dark 
variety of it. He quotes the erroneous tridentation of the hind 
femora as th e principal difference, which now disappears. His 
species ha s th e carina on vertex and the white line under the 
eyes, though appar ently less developed, as th ey might well be 
in a melanic variety, but the five frontal tubercles are all well 
developed and the posterior margin of ·the head is not bordered; 
in damellicus the two posterior tubercles are subobsolete and the 
occipital margin is strongly bordered, hence I prefer to retain 
Roman's name pictipes for his species, which has also the 
interm ediate tarsi basally white. 
16, Belsize Grove, N.W. 3, 
November 12th, 1917. 
PERO NEA ORISTANA, FAB., AB. NOV. SUBNIGRANA. 
BY PROF. SELWYN IMA GE , M.A., F.E.S. 
P.ALPI, head, and thorax cinereous. Fore wing divided in 
colour diagonally from the base to near the apex into two 
portions. Of these the upp er portion, including the button, is 
a dull strong blackish-brown; the lower portion is shining 
purplish- grey, with usuall y some small blackish tufts in the 
tornal area. 
Subnigrana, though closely allied to the nigra na of Clark, is 
rnadily distinguishable from it, inasmuch as nigrana has no 
division of colour in the fore wing, which is blackish throughout 
and brilliantly mottled with darker colour. 
This aberration is, I think, worth a special name, because, at 
any rate in Epping Forest, it is by far the most common form 
of the species, and is very constant in colour and markings. 
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Between the years 1905 and 1914 my friend, :Ur. Janson, and I 
must have seen in the Forest many hundred cristana, and be 
agrees with me that certainly the majority of these were the form 
I have ventured to name and describe above. 
78, Parkhurst Road, Holloway, N., 
October 19th, 1917. 
PERONEA CRISTANA: ITS LIFE-HISTORY, HABITS 
OF THE IMAGO, DISTRIBUTION OF THE VARIOUS 
NAMED FORMS, AND SOME SPECULATIONS ON 
THE PRESENT TREND OF ITS VARIATION. 
BY w. G. SHELDON, F .E.S. 
(Continued from p. 250.) 
There are two features that are apparent immediat ely one 
Mmmences to study the variation of P. cristana. The first of 
these is that, whilst the majority of the forms to be found in 
€ach locality are identical, in each there are quite a numb er that 
are peculiar to it, or that are abundant or frequent in it, and 
Tare elsewhere. 
The second point is that there bas been a great change in the 
forms to be found, at any rate in certain localiti es, and probably 
throughout the species' distribution, durin g th e last twenty or 
thirty years; certain forms that were obtainable then do not 
eem to occur now, an<l, on the other hand, a large number of 
new forms have appeared; many of thes e are quite common, and 
in two cases the new form has outnumbered any other to be found 
at the present time. 
These facts being apparent, I have thought it desira ule to 
place on record the present position of the species, so far as its 
variation is concerned, by giving lists of the forms to be found 
in it s three principal localities-the New Forest, Epping Forest, 
an d Fo lkestone-to the extent that I have been able to compile 
them. 
These lists will accompl ish two objects-firstly, they will 
in form the student what aber rations are to be found in each of 
t hese localities; and secondly, what is much more important , 
t hey will constitute a record of the present stage the variation 
of the species ha s reached, from which it will be possib le to trace 
a nd esta blish future developments and their significance. 
I will first deal with the variation in the New Forest, following 
with that in Epping Forest, and finishin g with the Folkestone 
aberrations. 
The specimens in the first of these lists have been either 
captured or observed by myself. 'rhere are in the New Fore st 
quite a number of habitats of P. cristana, but my specimens, in 
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order to make the comparison as reliable as possible, were all 
captured in one locality, which is of considerable extent. The y 
were, as th e list states, taken in the years 1915, 1916, and 19] 7, 
and the numbers r epresent the quantities of ea ch form met with. 
Many of the forms, and probably all, are exceeding ly local ; for 
instanc e, in certain thickets almost any specimen knocked out is 
ab. nigrana; one of thes e thickets which I have in mind has an 
area of perhaps half an acre, but in the immediate neighbourhood 
arn other thickets that do not produce more than 8 or 10 
per cent . of this aberration. This is, of course, to be expe cte d 
when one knows the extreme tendency in captivity of the 
offspring to produce the parent form. 
LIST OF ABERRATIONS TAKEN IN THE NEw FoREST IN THE YEARS 
1915, 1916, AND 1917, WITH THE NUMBER OF EXAMPLES OF 
EACH ABERRATION CAPTURED. 
cristana, Fab. 
fusca1ui, Clark 
albipu nctana,, Stphs. 
o~hreapunctana, Clark 
albonigrana, Clark , 
subvitta11a, Stphs .. 




vittana, Stphs , 
interm ediana, Clark 
bnmn eana. Stpbs . 
r1tjinigra11a, Clark 
a lbontjicosltina, Clark 
nigroc ostana, Clark 
albovittana, Stpbs. 
fulvocri stana, SLpbs. 
striana, Haw. 
substri anlt, Stpbs . 
prost riana, Clark 
semistric111a, Dsvs. 
i11s11lana, Curt. 
----- -- ' 1915 11916., 1917. 
1915. I 1916. 1017. 
I 
· I 5 I 7 15 merlana, Clark . 1 7 2 2 
. 2 I - I 1 nig1·opunctana, Clark 2 1 ~ 
.. 2 1 1 xanthovittlina, Dsvs. 2 
1 1 se111imtana, Curt. 20 8 15 





; prov ittana, Dsvs. 1 2 
:! jansoniana, Webb 1 2 
4 1 nigrana, Clark 3G 25 44 
3 1 atrana, Clark . 5 1 6 
11 12 11 desfontain-iana, Fab. 8 3 8 
(i 5 consiiniliana, Stpbs. 4 1 3 




_ 6 ulotana, Clark 4 4 4 
9 jlammeana, Webb 2 3 1 
4 cristalana, Don. 16 3 13 
1 sequana, Curt . 1 2 2 
1 2 fulvovittana, Stpbs. 1 1 
1 subfulvovittana, Clark 12 4 9 
].j 3 9 sepiana, n. ab. 2 
4 I 2 nig1·0s1,b·vit tana, Clark -'-- l 
·:1 - 1 5 3 I -
1 1 -
i 
Tota l . 218 109 192 
In addition to th e forty-three forms enumerated in the above 
Ji,,t, I am indebted to Mr. South, who has work ed P. cristana for 
many years in the New Forest , and who lias kindly furnished me 
with a list of eigh t additional forms which he has m et with 
there; these are abs. nigrocr istana, Clark, postchantana, Webb, 
snbimicolorana, Clark, ruficostana, Curt., subcapiicina , D svs., 
profanana, Fab., 111asoniana , Clark, andflavostrian a, Webb; and 
tllis autumn I have received three specimens of ab. subcristalana, 
Curt., a fo1·m which, whilst common at Folkestone, has, so far 
as I am aware, not been previously met with in the New Forest. 
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The total number of forms that I have been able to locate as 
hav ing occurred in the New Forest for the past ten or twelve 
years is therefore fifty-two. 
In addition to these there are the following old records : 
ab . capucina, John son, the original type specimen ('Ann. Mag. 
Nat . Hist., ' x, p. 366); ab. albofia1n111ana, Curt. Mr. Sydney Webb 
mentions having taken this form in 1891 (cp. 'Ent.,' xxiv, p. 271). 
In the foregoing list I have included the name sepiana n. ab. 
The head and palp i of this aberration are ashy grey, the 
superiors are of an almost unicolorous grey-brow n, of a tint 
intermed iate between that of abs. subunicolorana and profanana ; 
1 he button and a ntlmber of minute points are dark fuscous; there 
is no trace of a vitta. I have five examples of this form from 
the New Forest and one from Epping Fore st, and I have seen in 
various collections quite a number which came from the Hamp-
shire locality. 
It will be noted that I have includ ed in the list two specimens 
of ab . xan thovittana, and one of ab. nigrosubvittana . The deter-
mination of these forms by the authorities is exceedingly vague, 
and therefore it seems incumbent upon me to explain precisely 
what these specimens of min e are. 
To take first ab. xant hovittana. Desvignes 's description 
(' Zool.,' iii, p. 841, 1845) is indefinit e and quite insufficient. 
He says : " Similar to ab. iinicolorana and ab . albofiammana, but 
with a yellow or fulvous dash ; palpi, head and thorax of the 
same colour. " This description is quoted by Clark; in his 
paper (l. c.) he describes anothe r form, ab . proxanthovittana, 
which he diagnoses, "The almost complete absence of the button 
constitutes a marked difference between this aberration and 
ab. xanthovittana ." Obviously, therefore, he intended to express 
his conviction that the two forms were alike, except that one had 
a button and the other had not, or had only a very small one ; 
he does not, however, say what colour the button in ab. xa ntho-
vi ttana is ; neither does Desvignes ; and therefore we are in 
doubt upon the point, except that, as the latter does not call 
attantion to the button, it was probably of the same colour as 
the surrounding area of the superiors, i.e. a shade of brown . 
Turning next to 'Ent.,' xliii, p. 266, we find Mr. Sydney 
Webb-whose knowledge of the forms of P. cristana in the old 
collections is probably at the present day unique-writes of a 
"similarly coloured brown ti~fted insect, which has long stood in 
a mixed series in our cabinets under the name of xan thovittana." 
(The ita lics are mine.) I shou ld say that Mr. Webb expresses 
the opinion that Desvignes's description, " similar to ab . uni-
colorana and ab. albo.fianiinana," means " absence of the central 
tu ft," which , of course, these two forms possess in common with 
ab. proxanthovittana, Clark, and th ereupon sinks the latter as 
being identical with ab. xanthovittana Dsvs. 
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It appears to me, however, that there is another, and a very 
much more probable, interpretation of Desvignes's meaning. I 
take it that, "similar to ab. unicolorana and ab. albo.ftammana," 
refers to the ground colour of the superiors, which is similar in 
all three forms; and if I am correct, Clark's ab. proxanthovittana 
will stand. 
My two specimens have a button of a bright brown colour, 
and are thus easily separable from ab. nigropunctana, of which 
Clark writes that it has a "large blackish button." 
The difficulty with respect to ab. nigrosubvittana, Clark, is 
that his figure, or rnther the figure of his artist-see Fig . 4 in 
the plate given with his paper (l. c.)-do es not agree with his 
descr iption. It shows a form with dark brown superiors, a 
lighter button, three lighter dots, and a short cream-coloured 
vitta. Turning now to his description, we read: "Head, thorax, 
and palpi ashy white ; anterior wings black, with an ashy white 
patch at the extreme base of the inner margin, and a lar ge blackish 
button; there are also from three to five minute mixed spots 
in the marginal area" (the italics are mine). There being this 
discrepancy, it is obvious that the description, which is Clark's 
work, must be followed in preference to the plate, which is not, 
in all points on which they differ, especially as the figures in 
this plate are many of them unsatisfactory. 
My specimen agrees with Clark's description in e1·ery respect. 
Unquestionab ly the striking feature of . the trnnd of the 
variation of P. cristana in the New Forest of recent years is its 
movement towards melanism. 
The first record ed instance of a melanic tendency that I 
am aware of is contained in an article by Mr. Sydney Webb , 
written in 1891, and to be found in 'Ent.,' xxiv, p. 271, in which 
he says that he took "one with the whole of the wing and tuft 
of a unicolorous blue-black." 'ruis, of course, refers to a speci-
men of ab. nigra11a, Clark. Mr. Webb further says in 'Ent.,' 
xliii, p. 269 (speaking of ab. nigrana) : " The form first appeared 
in the New Forest a year or two earlier than 1890, and we only 
saw one of it among a series of nearly two hundred specimens 
examined in the following year." 
If the re ader will turn to my list of New Forest forms, he 
will see that the proportion this form bean, to the total of 
specimens captured by myself was-in 1915, 16½ per cent.; in 
1916, 23 per cent. ; and in 1917, about 23 per cent. 
As Mr. Webb's specimen represented about ½ per cent. of 
the total number tak en, it will be seen at once what enormous 
progress towards total melanism the species has made in the last 
twenty-five years. 
In addition to ab. nigrana, there are at the present time ten 
other forms found in the New Forest which are more or less 
melanic, and it is important to note that all these are of recent 
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Ol'igin; they are not mentioned by Mr. Webb in 1891, and their 
names date from a period not before Clark's paper in 1901. 
These melanic forms are abs. albonigrana, nigrocostana, 
rujinigrana, merlana, jansoniana, atrana, ulotana, flammeana, 
nigrocristana, and nigrosubvittana. 
If the total number of specimens of all the melanic forms in 
my list is taken, and a calculation made of their relation to 
the total of specimens captured of all forms, the proportions 
work out in 1915 about 31 per cent., in 1916 about 40 per 
cent., and in 1917 about 37 per cent.; and taking the average 
of the three years together, over 35 per cent., or more than one 
third. 
These statistics give an idea of the rate at which P. cristana 
has pl'Ogressed towards becoming, in the New Forest, a melanic 
species ; but of course to fix the approximate date when this 
development is likely to culminate, if it ever does, it would be 
necessary to collect statistics for a much greate r number of 
years than I ha ve been able to do ; but there can be no doubt 
as to the present tendenc y. 
It is interesting to speculate on the manner by which the 
change now going on ha s been brought about, and how the new 
forms have originated. 'l'wo theories seem to me possible. 
According to the first of these, a specimen of a melanic form-
say, ab. nigrana-may be the direct issue of a specimen of any 
one of the non-melanic forms. According to the second theory, 
which seems to have evidence in support of it, each melanic 
form is descended from a certain non-melanic form, or group 
of forms. Take first ab . nigrana. Mr. Webb says(' Ent.,' xliii, 
p. 267) it "is only an intensified form of ab. pr ofanana." I am 
afraid I cannot agree with this view. In the first place, ab. 
profanana is-now, at any rate-a very rare form in the New 
Forest. Then ab. projanana is a plain form, without any darker 
markings-except the button-or cloudings, according to Fab-
ricius. Ab. nigrana, on the other hand, is by no means a plain 
insect, in spite of its blackness. Clark's description reads: 
"Anterior wings blackish, mottled over with darker colour." I 
think that its parents were probably ab. cristalana, and perhaps 
ab . semiustana, and other strongly clouded and variegated forms; 
and in support of this theory I may say that Mr. Charles 
Gulliver, who has collected P. c1·istana in the New Forest for 
over forty years, informs me that previous to the advent of ab. 
nigrana, ab. cristalana was by far the most abundant form. At 
the present date, so far as the evidence of my list shows, it has 
receded in number to the fourth place. 
Of course, once ab. nigrana had evolved, we know from our 
experience during the past half century of other species of 
Lepidoptera displaying a melanic tendency, how very dominant 
it would be likely to become. This tendency, with the remark-
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able power which the species seems to possess for the offspring to 
produce the parent form, is quite sufficient to account for the 
present position of ab. nigrana. 
Ab. albonigrana is undoubtedly a development of the type 
form of P. cristana; ab. nigrocostana is, of course, a melanic 
alborujicostana; ab. nierlanri and ab. jansoniana are obviously 
derived from a member, or members, of tlrn ab. striana group; 
ab. rujinigran a bears stroQg evidence that it is a melanic form 
of the abs. chantana and spadiceana, or forms closely allied to 
them; ab . ulotana is plainly derived from ab . desfontainiana; 
and ab. flammeana from ab. consiinilicma. The origin of ab. 
atrana is more obscure, but I take it that it is a modern develop-
ment of abs . fulvovittana, subftilvovittana, or bentleyana, or all 
of them. 
Ab. nigro-sub vittana is obviously a melanic ab . pimctana, or 
ab. subvittana. Of course there is no doubt that all the se new 
melanic forms are more or less dominant, and in addition to 
obtaining recruits in each generation-once the melanic ten-
dency was established-from certain of the old non-melanic 
forms, each melanic form would tf1nd to reproduce itself each 
generati on m increq.sing numbers . 
(To be continued.) 
LEPIDOPTERA COLLECTED IN 1917, MAINLY IN 
GLOUCESTERSHIRE AND SUSSEX. 
BY THE REV. J. w. METCALFE, M.A., F.E.S. 
A RATHER bad break down in health during the trying winter 
led to a three months' rest from work by doctor's orders. 
Fortunately it was possible to arrange that my holiday should 
cover the three best collecting months in the year-May, June, 
and July-and, if it represented a rest from normal work, it 
afforded a most acceptable opportunity for work of another kind 
amongst the insects. The weather proved all that could be 
desired, and the long spells of brilliant sunshine were only 
broken by an occasional day's rain. 
As we all know, the winter prolonged itself far into the spring, 
and the season on May 1st, when the fine weather really set in, 
was undoubt edly three weeks behind-hand. So favourable, 
however, were the ensuing weeks that by the beginning of June 
insects, with the probable exception of those that feed up in 
the early spring, were fully up to time, if not ahead of it. 
Undoubtedly the season now going over has been, from the 
collector's point of view, one of the best experienced for many 
years; and equally beyond doubt this fact is due to the bitterly 
cold and prolonged winter. Not only must the cold weather · 
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have kept hybernating larvre from moving about, and so greatly 
increased their chance of escaping destruction, but it also must 
have kept their enemies at home, and marauding trips after 
larv re, pup re, and ova could seldom have been undel'taken. 
Whether all will agree with these statements or not, the fact 
remains that insects, usually extre mely scarce, were met with in 
profusion, whilst others, seldom or never met with in the localiti es 
visited, were found in quite respectable numbers. A bag of over 
1200 insects, amongs t which very few could be set down as really 
common, and the result of three months' collecting, speaks for 
itself. 
My main int erest lies with the "Micros," but good "Macros" 
were worked for as the opportunity occurred. 
Before May 1st not much had been done save the forcing of 
a few nice series of Lithocolletis, and, on going to Exmouth on 
that date, the immediate prospects <lid not appear very bright. 
G. festaliella and I. muscalella were the insects most in evidence, 
whilst on Dawlish Warren, where a fortnight later E. vectisana 
began to appear, G. velocella was in great numbers. It was a 
pleasure to note that Iii . virgata has not quite been exterminat ed 
by the squatters and golfers . The capture of a very bright 
form of E . ciliella on Woodbury Common, amongst heather and 
gorse and far removed from any cowsli:i_:>s, was the event most 
worthy of note. 
Leaving on May 18th for Gloucestershire, a stop of a few 
days was made en roiite near Taunton, but nothing much was 
taken except one S . gallicolana and some cases of T. pseudo-
bombycella, which afterwards produced one cS and several 'f ~ . 
P. lewenhoekella was noted in numbers on the bills. 
The end of May was sp~nt in the Stroud district of 
Gloucestershir e, where the early Tortrices of the locality 
abounded. Single examples of E. euphorbiana and P. dimidiana, 
a few 0 . aspidiscana amongst golden-rod, and three or four 
specimens of the new D . ceratana were met with, whil st 
E . satyrata showed some nice forms. On the upper slopes of the 
bills 0. par vidactylits flitted about with A . sabbamnanniana; lower 
down B. pandalis, ~W. murin ata, and E. trigemminata were much 
in evidence; in the meadows, amongst plenty of D. plumbagana 
and D . plumbana, the pretty little A. fibnlella was to be taken. 
E . ciliella was going over, but one patch of tansy was the home 
of many D. satiirnana. 
June 1st found me at Fareham, in Hampshire, the guest of 
the Rev. J. E. 'farbat. The following day, a very windy one, 
produced, beside a couple of A . servilana, one other insect of note 
in S. commimana. Any one who takes a Sciaphila the size of the 
common S. chrysanth eana at the end of May or the beginning of 
June should be careful to box it. At that date it will almost 
certainly be S. comnmnana. My six. specimens, including one 
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much wanted '? , had a distinct bluish tint, such as one sees in 
some forms of S. conspersana. 
Arriving at !,ewes on June 4th, to be joined by Mr. Tarbat 
on the following day, a start was at once made on the eearch for 
I . globulari<e. Having not much by way of guidance except the 
name Cliff Hill, and a rather indistinct remembrance of an article 
on the Lewes Foresters, it was a piece of luck to strike I. globu-
lari~ in plenty and tine order after barely an hour's walk. 
I. geryon flew in equal plenty higher up the hills. On the Downs 
A . bellargiis, 0. ahenella (some fine forms), and C. chrysoneucellus 
were the predominatiug insects. The small fry were rather 
disappointing; P. dilutella, P. sellana, C. straminea, and one '? 
E.fractifasciana were the best things taken. Mr. W.E. Nicholson 
spotted two fine '? A. cinerea crawling up from the turf, fresh 
from their chrysalids . 
Two journeys to Abbot's Wood produced M. hastata, E. dolo-
braria, and P . barbalis in some numbers, whilst C. bist.riga, 
P. lactana, P. iipupana, R. arcuana, A. degeerella, T.fu/1:imittrella ., 
D. oli1:ierella were also netted. One fine C. fluctuosa was a fore-
runner of what was after to be met with at Tilgate Forest. At 
. the last-named favoured spot C. fluctuosa wns really plentiful 
amongst the birch trees in company with 1ltf . notata.. The same 
trees also harboured many A. corti cana, P. bilunana, E. nana, 
and T. proxim ella. A few E. venvstula, kicked up in the early 
afternoon , le<l to much heavy work, which might have been 
arnided, as it flew in great numb ers at du sk, but wanted picking 
over . The specia l object of our visit to Tilgate, viz. S . sphegi-
formis, was rather poorly satisfied by one specimen. 
Returning to Gloucestershire on June 18th, the splendid 
character of the season at last became fully apparent. My 
collecting was now done in co-operation with Mr. W. B. Davis, 
of Stroud, who has a unique knowled ge of the district . 
The first brood of P. c-albuin var. hiitchinsoni, seldom seen in 
this district, was quite plentiful from now onwards, and before 
the end of July early specimens of the second brood were out, so 
that the two broods overlapped and flew together. On one 
occasion, after a storm, scores of T. w-album were seen resting 
upon a row of thistles, a truly beautiful sigh£. A. corydon was 
observed very early, and was well on the wing before the end of 
July. Two very interesting and scarce Eupmcilias were found 
in a field that had gone out of cult ivation for some years. 
E. manniana, of whicl1 I took a single specimen last year, was 
there in great numbers, and flew at dusk. In smaller numbers 
E. flaviciliana was to be had, and these two are, I think, new 
records for the county, and certainly amongst the prizes of my 
holiday. In the same field C. falvana was very common, whilst 
S. verticalis was not rare, and N . scabiosellus waved its long 
antennre from the flower heads of Scabiosus arvensis. 
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Near Nailsw orth the scarce T. semialbana was to be beaten in 
one limited locality. It occurs on th e edge of a beech wood, and 
I have taken it now for severa l years in succession. It is seldom 
easy to move, and where not one conld be induc ed to fly, an 
hour later, and perhaps the next day an hour earlier, half a dozen 
might be had. My best bags were made after heavy rain, when 
possibly they bad been compelled to descend from the tops of the 
beech trees, and on one occa sion only I saw a considerable flight 
at dark. 
Of S. pallifrontana one specimen before and one after my 
visit to Lewe s were taken. On one occasion T. cinnarnoneana 
occurred in extraordinary numbers amongst larch, from which 
H. lariciana and P . occulta11a could also be beat en. In a 
beech wood, that had been carp eted with bluebells in the 
sprin g, S. sinuana could be beaten in great numbers, two or 
three coming from every tree in perf ect condition. Neither 
Mr . Davis nor my self had ever taken more than an occasional 
specimen in the district before. Returning home the same 
evenin g with our pockets full of S . simi ana , "e struck a colony 
B. fmjurana, also a new thing to the district. On another day 
0. ericetana swarmed on the edge of a cornfield, whil st a few 
evenings later E. fractifasciana was flying in crowds on a hill 
slope, but amongst the many er er only one ~ was netted. 
P. verhuellella flew gently in an artificial grotto where earlier 
in the year the larvre had been noted feeding on the seed-vessels 
of the heart's-tongue; and the cases of L. ferchaullella occurred 
on a JJaling by the canal and produced many ~ ~ . H. oppr essana, 
H. neglectana, and H. ace1·iana were all found on a row of poplars 
bard by. But I must cut the story short . The following were 
also taken in some numbers: R. consociella, A. ~alicella, P . 
oclwoleucona, 0. nlmana, S. ianthiana, 1'. a11ra11a,, S. compositella, 
D. acurninitana (2nd brood) , A. cnicana, A . badiana, E . ciliella 
(2nd brood), S. a1·cella, L. prcelatella, L. luzella, 0. lunaris, 
L. conterbatella, L. lacteella, L. mis cella, L. raschi ella., C therin ella. 
and other Tineina not yet determined. Amon gst the plumes 
0. lithodactylus, H. pt erodactylus, H. bipunctida ctyllls, A. balio-
dactyla, A. tetraclartyla, 0. teucrii, were all common except th e 
last named. Long series of E. Jmnella, and G. limoni ello, were 
bred from larv re kindly sent from Essex by Mr. F. G. Whittle, 
and of S . fiexana, from pnpre earlier supplied by l\fr. Davie. 
I have said noth~ng of P. brachydactylus, which after our 
last year's discovery, was naturally not neglected. Several 
visits at the end of June to its rath er distant locality, proved 
in vain, and when at last it was found early in July it was 
going over and only four specimens were taken, not in the 
best condition . Something, however, of its habits was learned, 
and whilst it probably flies after dark, it certainly bas a ver.v 
brief flight about 7.30 p.m. Our experience leads us to conclude · 
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t hat the insect can only occur in very small numbers in this 
restr icted locality, its two supposed food-plants, though present , 
being by no means common. As, however, the larvre probably 
feed up in the early spring it may have suffered from the 
pro longed cold. 
My particu lar thanks are due to Mr. Davis for his able 
guidance to many choice spots, and I was only too pleased to 
help him turn up several species new to the district. 
On August 1st I returned home to Devonshire, and the 
weather almost immediately broke up. Not much has been 
.<lone since then save the capture of a few 0. splendana, and 
P . profundana, together with a goodly numbe r of larvre of 
.d . cosmoclactyla, and A. pnncticlactyla . 
NOTES ON THE LEPIDOPTERA OF THE BRITISH 
LINE IN FRANCE. 
BY CAPT. H. D. SlliART, 1\f.C., R.A.i\I.C., F.E .S. 
(Concluded from p. 253.) 
I DID not spend many weeks of the season of the Pyralidra 
in France, and consequently added only a few species to last 
year's list. 
Aphomia sociella was taken at Heuchin and more commonly 
at Fruges. 
Crambus falsellus l caught at Caestre . 
In one camp near Locre Ephestia elutella was abundant. 
My short visit to Nieppe Forest produced Scopctria basistrigalis 
an d S . ainbigualis var . atomali s. 
Pionea zmmalis was plentiful at Caestre and in the adjacent 
part of Belgium . P. stachyclalis was quite common in one of the 
marshes near Kemme l. 
In the early part of the year I found hiberna ted examples of 
Acalla literanct in severa l of the woods between St. Pol and 
Arr as . 
Severa l forms of A. schalleriana , including ab. latifasciana , 
,rere common in the Kemme ! area . 
Capita f avillaceana was common nea r A vesnes. 
Cacmcia poclana and C. rosana were abund ant at Fru ges, 
especially th e fatter . I found C. xyl osteana in the For et de 
Nieppe. 
P andemis heparana was common on Mont Kemme!. 
E ulia mini stranu was very common at Avesnes. 
I found T ortrix lmflingia na on th e Sch erpenber g, in Belgium. 
The comparati ve scarcity of T. viridana on the Somme in 
1916 was by no means repea.ted further north in 1917. Tl:\e 
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insect caused considerable damage to oak foliage m all woods 
visited in the Pas-de-Calais. 
Cnephasia chrysantheana was quite common from Messines to 
Locre. 
I renewed my search for Cheimatophila tortricella (hyemana) 
this spring in the Avesnes woods, but was successfu l only to th<: 
extent of one specimen. Allowing for the possibility of local and 
yearly fluctuations, I feel sure that this insect is less common in 
northern France than in any part of Britain I have visited at 
appropriate times. 
Conchylis ciirvistrigana was taken at Arras. 
0l ethreutes betulaJtana was abundant everywhere; 0. variegana 
at Fruges; 0. pruniana at Fruges. 0. 11igricostana appeared 
less commonly at Fruges and Avesnes. 0. iirticana was very 
abundant throughout the Pas-de-Ca lais, and 0. lacimana common 
at Kemmel. I took 0. ericetana at Fruges. 
I found Steganoptycha coi-ticana on nearly every tree in the 
For et de Nieppe, .all variations through black, grey and green 
being equally numerous . S . trimaculana was quite common at 
Fruges. 
Bactra lanceolana abundant throughout the Pas-de-Calais. 
Notocelia iidn:anniana was common at Locre; N. roborancr 
very common at Avesnes and neighbourhood . 
I took Epiblemia cana at Kemme! and E. subocellana at 
Fruges. E . tripimctana also occurred at Fruges. 
A ncylis laJlana I took at Avesnes, Dichrorampha alpinana at 
Fruges, and D. simpliciana Yery commonly at Arras. 
Glyplipteryx schcenicolella was taken at Fruges. 
Swammerdammia lutar ea (worn) at Kemme!. 
Gelechia (Teleia) lucull ella was abundant in Nieppe Forest. 
Xystophora atrella, Fruges . 
In reporting Blabophan es fenestratella as universally common 
last year, I was seriously misled by my ignorance and the 
absence of books. The insect I meant to indicate was Endrosis 
lacteella ( = fenestrella, Scop.) . 
Semioscopis avellanella was very common in Beaufort Wood, 
Avesnes. 
Alabonia , geojfrella was very common, but local, near Fruges. 
Borkhaiisenia tinctella, A vesnes and Heuchin. 
Antispila pfeiferella (Hb.) was common at Avesnes. 
Coleophora limosispiuell a, Foret de Nieppe. 
ltlachista argentella, common at Arras. 
Gracilaria syringella, at A vesnes. 
Lithocoll etis cramerella was abundant at Avesnes; L. bremiella,. 
common at Arr as; L. tristrigella, common at Avesnes. 
Bucculatri x boyerella was taken at Arras and A vesnes. 
Monopis ( = Bl abophanes) fenestratella was very common in• 
some ·of the unused rooms of the chateau at Radinghem, Fruges ~ 
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This time I have Mr. Durrant 's support for the identification. 
It is a curious coincidence that I should thus come across this 
rare insect after having already erron eously claimed its capture. 
1'richophaga tapetzella was very common in the same chateau. 
T inea cortieella occurred in Nieppe Forest ; '/'. gran ella 
at Arras. 
I ncurvaria cehl1nan11iellci and I. musca!ella were both taken at 
Avesnes. 
N emophora swamme rdammello, at Avesnes. 
Adela degeerella was taken at Avesne s, ,er y commonly at 
Fruge s, and in Bel gium. 
Eriocra nia subpiirp ·urel/a was abunda nt at Ave sue s . 
I am greatly ind ebted to Mr. Durrant anil Mr. B. Morley, 
of Hudd ersfield, for great assistance in th e identification of 
Tine idIB, and to the Army Post Office for conve ying to England 
man y boxes of ins ects with no lo ss and a minimum of damage . 
ConnIGENDUM,-On p. 253, for Epione apiciarici reacl E . advenaria.-H. D. S. 
NOTES AND OBSE RVA'l 'IOKS . 
OH2EROOAMPA ELPENOR LARV.lE ON BALSAM.- Mi:. A. G. Scorer, 
in th e September number of the ' Entomologist,' mention s the wild 
balsam as a food-plant of the larva of C. elpenor hitherto unnoticed . 
I should like to say that when I lived at Weybridge I always found 
the larva of elpenor feeding on th at plant, which grows abundantly 
on the banks of the Wey , and never found it 011 anything else.-
(Rev.) J . E. TARBA'l'; Fareham, Hauts. 
APPLES ATTACKED BY THE LARV.lE OF PORTHESIA Sll\IILIS 
(AURIFLUA).-On September 29th I was looking round an app le-tr ee 
in my garden, to see if the fruit was ready for gathering , when I 
notic ed that a sma ll bunch of leaves at the end of a branch were 
skeleto nised. On seeking the cause I found that an apple growing 
just below them had been denuded of a large portion of its skin, 
and on an adjacent one I discovered about a score of young larvoo 
of P orthesia similis busi ly engaged in devouring its skin also. 
There were plenty of leaves on the tree, and it would therefore 
appear that the larvoo had taken to the fruit from choice rather 
than from necess ity.-ROBERT ADKIN; "Hodes lea," Eastbourne, 
October, 1917. 
MAcROGLOSSA STELLATARU!II IN BEDFORDSHIRE.-On October 24th 
last I found in an empty house in Bedford a live specimen of Macro-
glossa stellataruin. It was somewhat rub bed on the thorax and at 
the wing tip s and died the same evening .-H . F. STONEHAM, Capt. , 
F.E.S., M.B.O.U.; "Stoneleigh, " Reigate, Surre y. 
TORTRIX PRONUBANA IN LONDON DISTRICT. - During the pas t 
week I have taken larvoo, pup re, and imagines of Tortr,ix pronu-
bana commonly on Euonyinus and privet bushes at Chiswick.-
j 
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H . Do uGLAS SMART ; A. Z. Ward, 4th London Genera l Hospita l, 
S.E . 5, October 13th, 1917. 
NOTE ON EGG-LAYING OF TORTRIX f>RONUBANA.- This species 
lays its eggs in flat pat ches on the upper surface of the euonymu s 
leaf. I recent ly watched an unpaired Sj1 laying on glass. She stood 
over th e patch already laid, waving her abdomen from side to side 
rhyth mically and slowly . The abdominal segments were extended 
and retracted as the extremity felt its way backwards and forwards 
along the edge of the patch. The orifice was dilated, but no externa l 
ovipositor was brought into use, being of course unnecessary. Th e 
eggs appeared at the orifice at intervals of one to two minutes, as 
bright green, flaccid spheres. At the moment of laying each egg was 
pushed under the edge of the patch and moulded into posit~n under 
the sti ll flaccid side of a previously laid egg. As the egg finally left 
the passage it was accompanied by a gush of bright green liquid . 
Th is liquid rapidly sets, though that covering each row of eggs remains 
sufficiently soft for the introduction of the next row . The fina l 
res ult is a roughly circular patch of eggs, each row overlapping the 
next further from the centre, the whole covered by a green varnish. 
The varnish is much thicker in recently laid masses tban in older 
ones exposed to the weather, suggesting that it may be more or less 
dissolved by rain. The old egg-masses very easily become detached 
from the leaves, but retain their connection with each other and 
hatch out in due course .-H. DouGu.s SMART; Escrick Park, York. 
AcRONYCTA LNI IN OxFORDSHIRE.-It may be of interest to record 
the capture of a single specimen of the larva of Acronycta alni near 
Milton in Oxfordshire during the last week of August, as I do not 
think this species is of regular occurrence in that locality. Its proper 
food plant is, of course, Alder, but this specimen was resting exposed 
on a hawthorn bush to which it bad probably wandered in search of its 
rightfu l food which grew at some distance from the spot . Its bright 
warning coloration attracted my attention from a considerab le 
distance.-CouaTENAY LODGE; Sutton Courtenay, near Abingdon, 
Berks . 
PoLYGONIA c-ALBU.M IN SHROPSHIRE.-Polygonia c-albitni bas 
been plentif ul in this part of Shropshire of late . Since about 1887, 
when I first remember seeing the species common ly, I have seen one 
,or two specimens most years , though never taken or allowed any 
specimen to be taken in my garden; but this year, after one or two 
on J uly 16th and 22nd, I saw no more of it unti l Septem ber 4th , from 
which date the nu mbers increased daily on rott ing plums, an d on 9th 
and 10th eight were seen at one t ime; since then the weat her cooled 
down and became changea ble and I saw few unt il last week, when 
t hree or four re-appeared on Sat urda y and four yeste rd ay . To-day at 
least seven were here, as I counted th at number at one time , amid 
numerous Pyrameis ata.Zanta , on rot ten plum s, Vanessa io and A . 
iirtica, equally common, stick to the flowers. One of the specimens 
- a very light dull-coloured variety-h as become very worn, but the 
.others look bright and fresh still. A male and female were taken by 
.a friend of mine near Shrew sbury on September 29th. I don 't 
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know whether the increase is genera l this year, most likely it 
is. In 1900 Mr. F. B. Newnham writing in 'Church Stretton' 
(Ent. part) says: "Common some seasons, scarce some years." 
The latter, I hear, took Agriacles corydon there this year, on the 
Longmynds, I fancy. Unless I am much mistaken Eiivanessa 
antiopa passed close to me this morning as I was watching c-albimi 
etc., but it went straight on, when apparently making for the plums, 
on seeing me, and I only caught a sight of hind wings as it vanished 
over a hed ge, except when it sailed overhead. I found a large larva 
on potato tops on Jul y 8th which puzzled me and others; the 
imago came out from pupa on 20th ult ., viz. C. vetitsta. The spots on 
dorsal region were uniformly 2 on each side of a segment . It finished 
larva l state on same food plant. Butterflies have been very plentiful 
this year, but I have unfortunately had no time to g6 far afield. 
-GEORGE POTTS; Benthall House, Broseley, Salop, October 1st, 
1917. 
PoLYGONIA c-ALBUM IN SHROPSHIRE.-! can confirm Mr. Martin 
Harding's interesting note (antea p. 237) on the prevalence of this 
beautiful and local species in Shropshire this past summer and 
autumn. Mr. 0 . G. Barrett (vol. i of · Brit Lep.,' p. 125) speaks of 
it as "one of the receding spec ies we so great ly regret," and adds 
that " there is iittle doubt that at no very distant period it occurred 
all over the South, Middle, and East, as well as the West of England." 
Apparently up to 1893, the date at which this volume appeared, it 
had not been recorded from Salop, for Mr. Barrett uses the words 
"probably Shropshire" when referring to its range in the Western 
counties . Forty-six years ago, in 1871, I took it, but not plentifully, 
in Delamere Forest, Cheshire, and did not observe it again till 
September, 1915, when I saw one only in my garden at Meole Brace, 
near Shrewsbury. This year, however, it bas been very abundan t 
there indeed, settling, with A. itrticce, on flowers of various species of 
Aster, and other American Oompositre, e. g. Helemumi aiditninale and 
bolanderi, etc. Most of my specimens were caught between Septem-
ber 23rd and Octobe r 12th. On the 14th I noticed it in Bellevue, 
Shrewsbury. Mrs. Fielden, of Oondover Hall, informs me it bas been 
frequent there. Mr. George Potts, of Bentha ll House, Broseley, has 
captured many, and the Rev. W. S. In grams , of Shrewsbury Schoo l, 
reports it from Kingsland. It will be interesting to see if it will 
reappear in equa l abundance next season.-J. Oos:r.rn MELVILL ; 
Meole Brace Hall, Shrewsbury, November 9th, 1917. 
PAPILIO MA0HAON IN KENT.- On August 25th last I had the 
fortune to capture a specimen of Papilio machaon at Folkestone. 
It was flying in company with a few Golias eclusa over an extensive 
field of mustard. When I first saw it it seemed just fluttering 
along, and practically it flew into my net. At that time, and for 
some days previously, there was, and had been, a very high wind 
from the south, and I have no doubt that France had been bis home. 
- GEO. B. PEARSON; 5, Upper Bedford Place, Russell Square, W.O. 1. 
PAP~LIO MA0HAON in 1917.-The stray spec imens of Papilio 
machaon recorded in the 'Entomo logi st' (antea, pp. 231- 232) no 
JJ:NTOM,-DE0EMBER, 1917. AA 
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doubt first saw the light in a breeding -cage or some thin g equivalent; 
but, even so, it seems a pity to catch them, as at least three of them 
were females , and, if impregnated, might have deposited eggs in the 
neighbourhood . But this, of cour se, would c!epend upon whether 
any of their food-plants were available, a point which none of the 
captors seem to think wort h mentionin g. P. machaon, by the way, 
is not so much confined to actual fen in this country as many people 
imagine, I having taken larv re in fields round Clayhyt te, only a few 
miles up the river from Cambrid ge. This , cel'tainly, was some years 
ago; but lar vre hunters (at Wicken, for instance) invariab ly do best 
in the open meadows surrounding the fen rather than in it, as this 
beautiful butterfly, when egg-laying (like Apatiira iris) likes to have 
plenty o( space at its disposal. Th e wonder is that it is so local.-
HuoH PERCY JoNES; 19, Teni son Avenue, Cambridge. 
[Machaon affects numerous food-plants. Op. my note, 'En to-
mologist,' vol. xlviii, 219.-H. R.-B.] 
GOLIAS EDUSA IN LONDON.-On September 29th I saw from the 
train -window an example of Golias ediisa flying over a litt le patch of 
marigold flowers ju st outside Addison Road Station towards West 
Brompton.-H. ROWLAND-BROWN. 
OoLIAS EDUSA AND 0. HYALE IN Sus sEx.-At Felpham, in Sussex, 
in the middle of September, I noticed, altogether, on severa l fine 
days, about a dozen specimens of Golias edusa, of which I captured 
six. Of the se, only one was a female. On the 18th I also noticed 
one specimen of Golias hyale, but did not succeed in catching it . 
The se were all found within 200 yards of the seashore. To Mr . 
W. S. Thomson 's list of Highgate butterflies I can add Vanessa io, 
Pyrarneis cardiii, and Omnonyrnpha pamphilus.-A. D. HOBSON; 
16, Parliament Hill Mansions, Highgate Road, London, N.W. 5. 
OoLIAS EDUSA IN SussEx.-I have to record that I caught a very 
fresh specimen of Golias edusa var. helice (pallida) on September 25th 
on the Sussex Downs above Steyning. The species did not seem 
to be at all plentiful in this district, as I only saw three or four 
specimens of the ordinary form dur ing three days spent on the 
Downs. -G. L . KEYNES, Capt. R.A.M.O . 
OoLIAS EDUSA IN SussEx .-Althou gh records of the occurrence of 
Golias edusa during the pre sent autumn, reported in the October 
number of this Journal, cover the majority of the southern counties, 
there is no mention of th e species having occurred in Sussex among 
them (ante, pp. 232, 259). It would appear, however, that it ha s been 
at least as common in that county as elsewhere, an d perhaps, as an 
illustration, what came und er my notice on September 29th-the 
only fine day on which I had an opportunity of looking for the 
species-may not be out of place. Th e early morning was brilliant 
and with lit tle wind, and having to go down the town, I returned by 
way of the parade between nine and ten o'clock, when I met with 
the first specimen. Having secured a net, I continued my ramble, 
seeing another flying about a potato-field before get ting clear of the 
town, thence along under the cliff, where I met with t wo more, of 
which one was captured. Cloud s had now come up and frequent ly 
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obscured the sun, so I returned, taking in some rough Down land, 
beloved by the species, on my way. Here during a spell of perhaps 
ten minutes' further sunshine, three more specimens were seen, of 
which two were captured. Of the three taken two were males and 
one a female, all being in quite good condition, suggesting that they 
had not been very long on the wing. Odd specimens have also been 
frequently seen a.bout the parades and adjacent Downs, and reports 
of not infrequent occurrences have reached me from other places 
along the coast.-Ro BERT ADKIN; Eastbourne, October, 1917. 
CoLIAs EDUSA IN HAMPSHIBE.-Oolias edi1,sa has appeared in this 
neighbourhood in fair numbers this autumn. During September on 
Portsdown I took forty specimens, the great majority being males, 
and saw about thirty others. I was fortunate, however, in taking 
two perfect and very fine var. helice; a third specimen, though the 
first actually caught, was so battered that I had to let it go. I have 
not, however, seen a single 0 . hyale.-Rev. J. E. TARBAT; Fareham, 
Rants . 
EuvANESSA ANTIOPA IN EssEx.-In the 'Field' for September 15th • 
Mr. J. W. Bertram-Jones records the capture of a specimen of 
Envan essa antiopa in his garden at Brentwood on August 7th. Mr. 
Bertram-Jones informs me the butterfly was captured by his gardener 
in the conservatory . Except for a slight rubbing caused by the 
means of capture it is perfect. Thi s is the fourth example of 
E. antiopa which has come under my notice during last August-
viz. two seen in Yorkshire (one of these also on August 7th), and one 
in Surrey during the first week of the month.-F. W . FROHAWK. 
EuvANESSA ANTIOPA IN 1917.-Antiopa is reported (' Field,' Sep-
tember 29th) at Middleton, near Pickering, N. Yorks, on August 7th, 
1917, by Mr. J. W. Stancliffe. Mr. C. F. Johnson, writing to me on 
October 5th from Stockport, says that he has heard of two specimens 
of antiopa in Lancashire this year-one being seen just outside the 
outskirts of Manchester, the other near Bolton. I expect that the 
latter is the one reported in 'Country Life' of October 7th to have 
been taken near Bolton, and now in the museum of th at town .-
H . ROWLAND-BROWN. 
PoLYGONIA a-ALBUM, ETC., IN WALES.-I spent the afternoon of 
September 5th at Rhydymwyn, Wales, where I was struck by the 
enormous number of Vanessa io which were on the wing. I was in 
a ravine called "The Leet," the sides of which were swarming with 
them. I noticed two specimens of Polygon ia c-albi1,m, one of which 
I captured. Pi eris brassicce and Pyraineis atalanta were to be found 
in small numbers .- LEIOESTER PAYNE; Sheffield. 
SPHINX CONVOLVULI IN YORKSHIRE AND CHESHIRE.-I beg to 
report the capture of a fine female specimen of Sphinx convolvi1,li 
by a friend of mine who took it at rest on a wall at Loxley, Sheffield, 
during the first week of September this year. About the beginning 
of September a specimen of S. convolvi1,li was taken by a gardener 
on the estate of the Duke of Westminster at Eaton, near Chester. 
This specimen was perfect when captured, but damaged itself in the 
box in which it was confined. I think it was a male. It mf1y be of 
-- · 
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interest to note that some time ago I came across two ma le 
spec imens of 0 . virgaurece, supposed to have been taken in 1785 in 
Norfolk. Th ey have been re-set, and one can see tbat tbey are very 
old. One has the antenna, missing and th e other has a slit along 
nervure 2 in the left hind wing.-LEICES TER PAYNE; " Delamare," 
Silver Hi ll, Sheffield. 
SPHINX CONVOLVULI IN KENT.- On September 2nd last I received 
by post a specimen of S . convolvit li from my sister at Margate, with 
a reque st for the name of the insect. It was badly worn, and had 
been found in the garden, she said, in an almost dead condition. A 
few nights later she visited a bed of tob acco-plants growing in the 
gard en, and found thre e of the moths flyin g over it; her cat was 
also on the spot and had captured one, which she released, and 
rather sus pected that the damage to the previous insect came from 
the same source. After this . she improvi sed a net, and I have since 
been indebted to her for nine specim ens , taken on various dates 
during tbe month, from the 8th to the 20th inclusive, five of whic h 
were in good condition. I might mention that her cat developed an 
extraordinary penchant for catching these moths, capturing four on 
different occasions, and in describing her modus operandi to me by 
letter my sister said she usua lly visited the bed at dusk, and kept 
quite sti ll until the cat "go t excited," when she would know a moth 
was on the way, and prepared to strike . On September 26th I had 
a specimen of this insect brought to me by a postman, which he bad 
taken locally.-A. F. BOBBY; " St. Margaret 's," Summerdown Road, 
Eastbourne . 
SPHINX CONVOLVULI AT CHICHESTER.-A specimen of S. convol-
vu li was taken here on August 30th and oth ers were captured during 
September . All the specimens that I saw were much worn, one 
almost beyond recognition. - J OSEPH ANDERSON; Chichester. 
AcHERONTIA ATROPOS IN HAMPSHIRE. - Two full-fed larvre of 
A. atropos were brought to me in Augus t which duly pupated. I am 
now endeavouring to force them.-(Rev.) J. E . TARBAT; Fareham, 
R ants . 
NoTES ON SOME SPHINGIDlE, ETC., IN 1917.- On July 15th, in one 
of my rambles a.fter insects, I noticed the frass of large caterpi llars 
on the gue lder rose (Viburn itm opulits). After closer examination I 
found a beautiful larva of Sphinx lig1tstri in attitude of repose ; then 
I carefu lly exam ined all the bushes of the same species in the neigh -
bourhood, and was fortunate enough to find two more nearly fully 
grown larvre. All the three were found on very young bushes-
ind eed, one of the bushes with it s sing le stem was not more than 
2 ft. high, and all its leaves with the except ion of two had been eaten 
away by this handsome sphinx larva . Wild pri vet (Ligiistrum vul-
gare) was growing in abundance all round this particular spot; afte r 
a couple of hours ' search I had obta ined two more specimens of 
S. lig1istri. The specimens were taken to the laboratory of the 
South-Eastern Agricultural College and pup ated . When the larvre 
were fully matured I noticed that those feeding on V. opitlus were 
fine1·, being quite an inch longer than those feeding on privet. The 
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specimens feeding on privet refused the guelder rose as food for a 
coupl e of days and vice versa, after which time I gave them privet 
and guelder rose respectively. On August 20th a fully matured 
Mandiwa atropos larva was found at Wye by a woman; it was feed-
ing on scarlet runner beans in her allotment. It measured over six 
inches, and it was by far the most beautiful specimen of a Death 's 
Head larva I had ever seen. The same evening it began to pupate . 
Three more pupre of atropos were brought to me during the latter 
part of September by different farm labourers from the College farm. 
They were picked up during the digging of potatoes, and others have 
been sent to Mr. Theobald from Gloucestershire. On August 10th 
six fully matured larv re of Smerinthus ocellatus were found by me 
in the College orchard, where they had practically stripped most of 
the branche s of th e young apple-tree s on which they were found. 
Many others also found on apples have been received at the labora-
tory from other parts of Kent and Worcestershire. On September 
20th I had a most welcome visitor in the shape of Sphinx convolvuli 
- a perfect male specimen and evidently newly emerged-which 
flew into my room through the window. Srnerinthus popitli and 
Oharocampa elpenor have also been obtained plentifully in the larval 
stage on popl ar and the willow-herb respectively. A male specimen 
of Metopsilus porcellus was captured as well.-H. C. EFFLATOUN, 
F.E .S., M.R.A.C.; Wye, Kent. 
VARIETIES OF ABRAXAS GROSSULARIATA AT CHICHESTER.-During 
the month of August many very pretty Abraxas grossitlariata were 
taken in the Priory Park here by my brother, Mr. Frederick Anderson. 
Most of them were darker and more spotted and banded than the 
type. Amongst them is one closely resembling a specimen in my 
cabinet, labelled lacticolor, or chalcozona, ab. (Raynor), except that all 
the wings are whiter than these. Another is a remarkably striking 
insect, unlike any that I have seen, the fore wings having a black, 
uneven band at the base, and a wide, black band in the middle of the 
wings, enclosing on each a still darker, circular spot. There ~s no 
trace of yellow about them, and the body is black. Another is like 
it, but the black is more suffused, and there are indications of the 
yellow band or line. The body of this example is blaok.-J OSEPH 
ANDERSON; Chichester. 
PoLIA om AB. OLIVA0EA IN DimBYSHIRE.-At Baslow in Derbyshire 
P. chi was very abundant ; ab. ol-ivacea, Steph., was common; and I 
noted one specimen ·of ab. sitffusa, Tutt.-LEICESTER PAYNE; Dela-
mere, Silver Hill, Sheffield . 
BUTTERFLIES IN THE STROUD DISTRICT.-Following my note on 
p . 208 I may say that I was down in the same district the first 
week of October and found Aglais urticce in profusion as I expected; 
Mich aelmas daisies and single asters were alive with them in 
the gardens. Of V. io I saw none but there were a few P. atalanta 
about. I also saw a perfect Polygonia c-albmn on some ivy-flower. 
Mr. Grant (p. 256) does not say exactly when be saw the worn 
specimens of the latter species, but those I saw on my previous 
visit (last week in July) were in perfect condition.-C. NICHOLSON; 
35, The A venue, Hale End, Chingford, E. 4. 
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THE 1917 BUTTERFLY SEASON IN BucKs.-As some species of 
,butterflies have been more numerous than usual aurin g the past 
summer a few remarks on some of the Lepidoptera met with in this 
aistrict may prove of interest. I came to this town at the fall 
of last aut umn, and when time and weather permitted during the 
winter and early sprin g I scoured the country for miles around in 
search of likely-looking collecting ground s. Th e first insect of note 
to attract attent ion was Sesia andr03nif orrnis-or rather, the externa l 
signs of its pr esence . A remarkab le coincidence about this Clearwing 
in Bucks, so far as my experience goes, is that it does not get 
stung. This applies to pup re gat hered near Wycombe and also to 
pup re found a considerable way to the north-east. P. egeria var. egerides 
was seen during th e middle of May in greater numbers than I have 
ever met with it before. They even flew in the town itself, and 
were frequently observed over my allotment. A sing le specimen 
of the spring brood of P . 1neg03ra was noted on the Chilterns. 
Nerneobiits lucina was another butterfly to show up plentifully in one 
wooded hollow. Polyommatiis astrarche aid not appear in any great 
quantity in the spring, wh ile specimens of the autumn brood appearea 
to be positively scarce whenever I tried to find them. On June 13th 
amongst a crowd of P. icarus I was sur pri sea to take a fresh ma.le 
of A. bellargiis. Although I searched this ground (on which the food-
plant grew) on subsequent fine clays an d aga in in September I clid 
not meet with the species again. Ciipido rninimus, in one she lt ered 
hollow, was always to be found during its season. On one dull 
aay I am certain that fully fifty specimens started up at once from 
some long grasses cover ing only three or four square yards . A few 
examp les of the August brood were seen. Ad scita geryon andParasernia 
plantaginis were also much in eviaence. Larv re of Vanessa io and 
A. 1irtic03 were common enough about the allotments of Wycombe. 
I reared several brooas of both species under ordinary outaoor 
conditions ana was fortunate in getting out a few aberrat ions, both 
of ground colour and markings; the most strik ing, perhaps, being 
a ma le of io with deep black all along the costa of fore wings, an d 
quite without the eyes to under wings; ab. belisaria, I believe, it 
is named. Of Brenthis eiiphrosyne I saw but three. After nearly 
a month 's field inac tivity, I got out to some of the remote parts of 
the Chilterns on July 11th, and observed great changes in the 
species on the wing. Melanargia galatea and Argynnis aglaia 
were about in fair numbers; also Agriacles coryclon, both sexes. Thi s 
date seems particul arly early for the last named, but doubt less it was 
clue to the scorchi ng weather we experiencea during the latter part 
of May anc1 early June which must have forced larvre along at 
a great rate and prob ably accounts for the under side varieties met 
with amongst the earlier emergences of this interesting · Blue. 
Striated and obsolete forms were tak en, and I netted two males 
bearing a mixture of both forms. On one slope, which during the 
spring was rather devoid of butterflies I was plea sed, after a deal 
of hard work , to take a nice little series of the var. syngrapha. So 
far as I can see , th is variety is extreme ly local. I took coryclon 
from five distinct localities bu t found syngrap ha on th is one ground 
only, and yet , on this ground the species, for corydon was far from 
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abundant. Another, ground about a couple of miles away, harboured 
corydon in four times the numbers, yet the var. was not there. 
Syngrapha formed an extreme ly sma ll percentage of the fema les 
seen, and is likely to become scarcer, even if not extinct, as I noted 
a local farmer had started to turn a large flock of sheep out on the 
ground: a war-time measure, perhaps, but nevert heless disastrous 
from the collector's point of view. I met two or three other 
collectors, private and professional, on this ground at the time the 
corydon emergence was at its height. On September 21st in a field 
of lucerne I netted t wo males of Golias editsa and saw another on 
the 25th. Throu ghout the season I have only seen one Pyrarneis 
cardiii and very few P. atalanta; and the only skipper to turn up 
in any quantity was Nisoniades tages. Augiades cornma I did not see 
at all. So aga inst the abundance of some species must be set the 
scarcity of others.-G. B. OLIVER; High Wycombe . 
CEROSTOMA SEQUELLA.-In reference to the notes on this species 
by Mr. A. Sich (antea, p . 256), I may say that the specimens of this 
pretty Tine id taken by me have in almo st every case been taken 
off sycamo re tree trunks. In 1912 I took about two dozen spec imens 
between the middle of Jul y and early August, and I should say, with 
possibly two exceptions-one on oak and the other on beech trne s 
adjoin ing the sycamores - the whole of them were taken off syca-
mores, mostly off two or three tree s in a restricted locality in th is 
district. Odd spec imens that I have tak en in other localitie s in 
North Yorks . have been where sycamore was prevalent, and I 
remember clear ly in two cases the insects were taken off sycamores . 
In Merrin's Calend ar it states under July, "taken off trunks of 
sycamore and maple," and under May th at the larvre are taken off 
sycamore, but I have no exper ience of this . I have certain ly never 
seen it on or about sallow or lime.-T. ASHTON LOFTHOUSE; Lintborpe, 
Middlesbrough, Nov ember 10th, 1917 . 
SALE OF MR. THOMAS H . BmGos' CoLLECTION.-The brothers 
Brigg s, Char les A. and Thomas H., were active collectors of British 
Lepidoptera more than half a century ago, and both amassed very 
considerable collect ions, that of the former being the more extensive 
of the two. On their change of residence from Leatherhead, where 
they had resided for many years, to Lynmouth in 1896, Charles , 
fearful of th e effect of the humid atmosphere of his new home, 
decided to part with his collection, and it was brought under the 
hammer at Stevens' Rooms in October an d November of th at year, 
the sale occupying four days an d rea lising practically £1000. 
Thom as, however, decided to take the risk of retaining his collection, 
but does not appe ar to have added very materially to it in the mean -
time; consequently some of the ser ies were somewhat aged, but in 
other respects it did not appear to have deteriorated for the extra 
twenty-one years' keeping, and it was this collection that was sold at 
Stevens' Auction Rooms on Octob er 16th last. Among the butterflies 
were many intere sting forms, and some of these brought remarkab ly 
hig h prices ; indeed, the good things went well throughout the sale, 
but the more ordinary lot s found buyers with difficulty. For instance, 
three lots of Nocture cont aining some 260 specimens, includin g one 
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Oaradrina exigita, seven red forms of Tamiocampa gracilis, and a grey 
variety of T. mmida had to be lumped together to bring 3s.; two lots 
cont ainin g 172, among them five Lithophane semibrnnnea and one 
Orrhodia r1tbiginea, 4s.; and no less than six lots of Geometers, 
running to some 400 specimens; among which were a pair of 
unicolorous dark brown Ennomos qitercinaria and two pairs of 
hybrid E. autumnaria x E. qiwrcinaria, made only 5s., and so on . 
But the feature of the sale was lot 68, a remarkable variety of 
Brenthis euphrosyne of a tawny colour with metallic markings, taken 
by Mr. Briggs at Barnwell Wold on May 21st, 1864, for which two 
bidders appeared to have a particular fancy, and it was eventually 
secured by one of them for the remarkable figure of £17 17 s. Among 
the other more import ant lots were a specimen of Oolias editsa with 
left fore wing var. helice, £8 ; eleven C. editsa, including one with 
twin central spots on hind wings, 24s.; three authenticated specimens 
of Pontia daplidice, 18s., 17s. and 17s. each; a male and a female 
Ohrysophanus dispar, both from the Standish Collection, fine perfect 
specimens, set to show their undersides, £7 10s. apiece; four other 
specimens of thi s species made from £3 3s. to 22s. each, and a pupa 
case 6s. An "hermaphrod ite " Polyormnatits icarits brought £1; a 
good rayed underside Agriades corydon, £4 5s.; a lot containing five 
Nomiades semiargus (acis) and eleven L. arion, £4 4s.; and four of 
the former from the Standish Collection, £ 3. It was probably the 
question of locality that sent the three lots containing respectively 
six, eight, and four specimens of Apatitra iris up to £2 and over; the 
species is fast becoming extinct in many of its old haunts, or ha s 
already disappeared from them, as in the case of Chattenden. Five 
examples of Euvanessa antiopa with good data, sold separately, brought 
from 20s. to 28s. each ; a specimen of Brenthis dia taken at 
Worcester Park in 1872, 65s.; an 1. lathonia taken by Mr. Briggs 
at Folkestone in 1865, 60s., and several Dover specimens of the same 
species by various captors, sold in lots of two or three, at from 
42s. 6d. down to about 7s. per spec imen , according to condition and 
data. A lot of t wo Epinephele jurtina ( ianira), one with tbe disc of 
fore wings and the other with all the wings bleached , made 60s. ; and 
a somewhat unusual variety of Oarterocephalms palamion with uni-
colorous dark fore wings, slightly rayed submarginally, 85s. The 
only specimen of Hippotion celerio in the collection sold for 24s ;· two 
Phryxus livornica at 32s. 6cl. and 37s. 6cl. each; Leiicodonta bicoloria, 
labelled as taken by Bouchard at Killarney, 50s.; Lr.elia cmnosa, sold 
in lots of two or three, realised from 15s. to 6s. per specimen; two 
Epicnapt era ilicifolia , 20s. and 28s. each respectively; and Deiopeia 
pitlchella, from 50s. to 14s. apiece. A specimen of Oalophasia 
platyptera, labelled as taken by J. T. Carrington near Brighton in 
1896, was run up to £ 7 7s. ; and one of Acontia solaris, "near Dover 
by Mr. Hamer," brought 32s. 6d. ; whilt:l the two lots, in each of 
which one Oatocala fraxini was included , realised 21s. each lot. Two 
specimens of Venilia macularia var. quadrimaculata in one lot sold 
for 24s., and three in another for 32s. 6d. per lot; a fine pair of 
Cleora angularia (viditaria) for 30s.; and the only example of Sterrha 
sacraria in the collection, recorded as taken near Folkestone in 1865, 
for 40s. The total realised for the collection fell somewhat short of 
£250.-ROBERT ADKIN. 
EXCHANGE 
[Tile publication of Notices of Exchange, or of AdvertiserueULs, in the 'Entomo-
logist' is iu no way a guarantee for the British nationality, authenticity, or good 
concli,ion of tile Species. This Notice is not given to throw doubt on the bona fides of 
Exchanger3 or Advertisers, but to absolve the Edi,or from responsibility, in case the liberty 
allowed should be abused.] Marked• are bred. 
~ NOTICES OF ExoHANGE should be received by the 21s:r OF EACH 
MONTH to insure insertion. Not more than Six LINES can be allowed for each. 
Duplicat es. - Machaon (and Pupre) ; Edusa, Corydon, Bellargus, chiefly 
Chiltern, and Isle of Wight forms, including one or two Syngrapha; Geryoo, 
Plantaginis, Moneta. Desiderata.-Irish and Scots forms of Icarus; Scandinavian 
Lyc renids, and European Hesperiidre with full dnta.-B. Rowland-Brown , Harrow 
Weald, Middlesex. 
Dziplicates.-Pupre of Polycommata, with which are mixed Viretata.-Deside-
rata.-Pupre, also Imagines. Cardamines o, Sinapis, Artemis Cardui, and many 
others.-A. Ford, 36, Irving Road, Boibrnemozith. 
Duplicates.-Napia, Menthastri ,,:, Suffusa, Glareosa, Chi. Vetusta, Dilutata, 
Suffomata. Desiderata. - Numerous . - L. G. Esson, Rosevale, 0, Esslemont 
Avenue, Aberdeen, N.B. 
Duplicates .- Blaoclina, Velleda and vars., Fuligiuosa/ Flavicornis, Fascelina, 
Duplaris (dark), Pilosar ia and vars., Lobulata, Atomaria and vars., Albulata, 
Companulata, Multistragata, Bidentat ,a and vars. Salicata, Advenaria, Impluviata 
(dark), Fumata, Plumb aria, Atrata, Cambrica, Cresiata, Populata, Vespertaria (few), 
Haworthii , Absinthii, Menyanthidis, Megacepha la Pulchriua, Upsilon/ ' and Chi and 
vars.-W. G. Cliitten, 137, Coal Clough Lane, Biirnley, Lanes. . 
Dupr,cat es.- Malvea, var. Taras, Hastata edusa ~ d'. Desiderata.-
Imagines Cinxia, C-album, Comma, Aurinia, Polycbloras.-J. '1". Dewey, 79, H1brst 
Road, Eastboiirne. 
Wanted, Live Wireworms (Agriotes) in quantity, for experimental purpos es.-
Apply, A . W. R. Robe1·ts, Rothamsted Experimental Statio11, Harpenden, Hertn. 
Dupl icates.- Fine bred Betulre and many other Butterflies, mostly bred 
specimens. Desidera .tci.-Pruni C,alb um, Sinapis, Mthiops, Epiphron, etc. ; also 
Local Races and vars. of British Butterflies .-H . Wood, The Nook, Kenn i ngton, 
near Ashford, Kent, 
D1iplicates.-Retusa, ,:, Vernaria/' Tridem / ' Occulta, Advena, 'rincta, Mono-
glypha (dark vars.), Pyrami <lea. Fimbria, Orion, l\Iyric re, Arubigua, Saucia (v'!.rs.), 
Suffusa, Segetum (vars.), Megacephala., Pallens, Quadripun cu.1ta, Falcataria, ,:, Virni-
nalis, Plantaginis ':' d', Russula d', Prasinana , Designata veuosata, ,:, Omicronaria, 
'l'estata, Leucopluearia, Advenaria, Duplaris; also Fluctuosa (a few). Desiderata.-
A. cratregi, Pruni , 1\Iyopreformis,Ichneumouiformis, Muscerda, Sericea, lEsculi Bifida 
Venosa, Saponaria, Caliginosa, Diflinis Ochrol euca, Cresia, ()apsophila, Dysodea, 
Asteris Venustula, Dogenaria, Depuncta, A triplicis, Semibrunnea, Leucophrea, 
Nubeculorn, Favicolor, Scoliiformis, Centonalis, Peltigera; Armigera, Gnaphalii , 
and others.-Address, H . A. McNaught, 41, '1.'he Tything, Worcester. 
Duplicates.-Pair of Atropos. ,:, Desiderala.-Iris, Pinastri, Euphorbire, Galii, 
Bicuspis, Fluctuosn, etc.-Robt. S. Smith, jun., The Laurels, Downham Market, 
N01folk . 
Diipli cates.-Fine recently bred Hyb. hybridus (Steph.) . Desiderata.-Perfect 
specimens of the commoner Ornithoptern (Troides).-Sydney Whicluw, Sheen 
Cottage, L ·iss, Hants. 
Diiplicates.-Ova: Chi. var. Olivacea (from wild ~ ~ ), Protea (wild), 
Prunata, Immanata. Pnpre: Piniaria (northern form). Iruagines: Rhamni, Io, 
Blandina, Dispar, ,:, Ocellata, Perla, Salicis,,:, :.\1endicat A. Populi, Carpin i o o, 
Lubricipeda * (type and var. Fasciata), Nenstria, ,:, Tristata, Pudibund1.1,* Menthastri, 
Chi, ,:, Olivacea/ ' Fl1.1vicornis, Incerta,,:, Plecta, Aprilina,,:, Suffumata,~' Pistacina, 
Pruoata,"' Atrata, E. autumnaria, ,:, Pedaria, Pennaria/' Sambucaria,* Pusaria; * 
Truncata, ,:, Quercinaria, ' ' Lunaria/' Crepuscularia' :' (melanic forms), Bicolorata, 
Ferrugata, * Soland.riana, Congelatella, 111eticulosa,':' Ochracea, Protea, Exoleta / 
Defoliari a d'. Desiderata .. - Numerous pupre and imagines. - J. P. Robson, 
10, Vane Road, Barnard Castle. 
Dibplicates .- Lunaria var. Deluna ':' (sum mer form). Desiderata. - Rare 
species, varieties, and local form.-J. P. Robson, 10, Vane Road, Barn111rd Castl e. 
lniplicates.-Cardamin es ~ ~, Brassie re, Rhamni, Euphrosyne, Selene, Aglaia, 
Adippe, Io, ,:, Galatea, Egeria, Hyperanthus, Iauira, Semele, Megrera, Icarus, 
Bellargus, Argiolus, Lucina, Quercus, Rubi, Malv re, Tages, Sylvanus, Comma, 
Filipendnlre, Trifolii, Jacobre re,':' Mendica, ·:, Russula d' d', Caia,'' Auriflua/' Fal-
eula,':' N eustria/' Pavonia, * Flavicornis, Duplaris, l:'allens, Arcuosa , Rumicis, 
Graminis, Gemina, Comes, ,:, Xanthographa, '" Secnlis, Pisi, * Pinipera, Gothica, 
Cruda, Baia, l\feticulosa, Rufina , Brassie re,* Litura, Satellitia, Oxyacanthre var. 
Capucina, Vaccinii, Lithargyria/ ' Incerta, Pistacina, Fulvago, Triangulum, 
'frapezina, l\Ii, Glypbica, Myrtilli, Parthenias, Maura, ,:, Maculat a, Advenaria 
(very fair), Autumnaria,' :' Abruptaria, Pilosaria, * Hirtaria/' Obscurat a, )3uindu-
lari n., Consortaria, Consonaria, ,:, Punctulata, Pendularia,* Belgiaria, ~ilvaria, 
Adustata, ,:, Clathrata, Pulveraria, '' Pusaria, ,:, Pictaria, Albulata, Multistrigaria, 
Fluctuata, Ocellata, Montano.ta, Procellata, Albicillata, Bicolorata, Badiata, 
Aurantiaria, l\Iarginata, Boreata, Dilutata, Leucopbearia, Carpino.ta, Impluviata, 
Juniperata, Rufata, ,:, Mensuaria, Firmata,* Obeliscata, Pyraliata. Black pins and 
full data . Pup,e of Jacobrere, Hispidaria, and Rufata. Desiderata.-Local species 
and local forms of British Macro-Lepidoptera, particularly northern .-Mrs. A. A. W. 
Buckstone, 307a, Kingston Road, Merton Park, London, S. W. 19. 
Duplicates.-Corydon var. Syngrapba (few only\fine condition, 1917), leaden-
grey male Adonis (1 only, 1916), Galli, ':' Melanie consortaria. * Desiderata.-
Aberration, rarity, or series of the more local Butterflies, such as Athalia , Iris,* 
Helice, Hyale, Pruni,: :, etc. Also a few very fair Syngrapha offered for less rare 
butterflies in series: Davus, Sinapis, Edusa , l\fachaon (pupre), w-album, ~' Paniscus, 
etc.-G. B. Oliv er, 11, Oxford Sfreet, High Wycombe. 
Wanted, Pupre of Illunaria illustraria, Zonaria, Histaria , Crepuscularia (the 
single brooded insect) and Crepu scularia var . Delemarensis. Offered : Ova of 
Autumuata, Filigrammaria, (filigrammaria X autumnata), or will give cash. 
These are wanted for cytological research.-J . W. H. Han-rison, 181, Abingdon 
Road, Middles bro'. 
To CoRRESPONDENTs.-All notes, papers, books for review, · &c., and notices 
of Exchange should be sent to the Editor-
RICHARD SOUTH, 4, MAPESBURY COURT, SHOO -UP HILL, BRONDES-
BURY, N.W. 2. 
MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES . 
SOUTH LONDON EsTOMOLOGICAL AND NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY, Hibernia 
Chambers, London Bridge , S. E. 1.-Ordinary Meeting, Thursday, December 13th, 
Annual Exhibition of Varieties and Objects of Special Interest, at 7 p.m. -Hon . 






WISHES ENGAGEMENT FOR NEXT SEASON. 
WELL RECOMMENDED . 
ROSEVALE, 6, ESSLEMONT AVENUE, 
ABER.DEEN. 
FINE IMAGIN ES, Cheap.-A glaia (j?, Minima, Fuliginosa Plantaginis, 
Dominula, Lanestris, Carpina, Pra.sinana Falcula, Unguicula, Curtula, 
Carpophaga, Coryli, Advenaria 2d ., Russula (j?, Monacha, Lunaria 3d., 
Nigra, Littoralis, Dromedarius , Dolobraria, Syringaria, Vesperta ,ria 4d., 
Haworthii, Croceago, Aurago, Gilvago, Quercifolia, Lychnitis Absinthii 6cl, 
Irregula ,ris 1/ -, Anclreniformis, RubigineaDelunaria2 /- each. OvaanclPupre. 






The ORIGINAL and LARGEST BUTTERFLY FARM in the 
BRITISH ISLES is H EA D'S. 
(ES'l'ABLISmm 1884.) 
An l mmense Stock of Fertile Ova, Living Larvre & Pnpre, & Set Specimens always ou Sale. 
Ma ny GOOD VA RIETIES and HYBRIDS frequently in Stock. 
Apparaws and Cabinets of the best quality supplied. Price List sent free . 
Note t h e Address -
H . -W-. HEAD, ~ntomologi .st , 
BURNISTON , NEAR SCARBOROUGH. 
NATURAL HISTORY BOOKS AND SERIALS. 
JOHN WHELDON & CO, have the lai·gest stock in the country of 
I Books in all departments of Natural History and Scienc e, also Transactions and Jom·nals of Learned Societies, etc ., in sets, runs, nnd sing·le volumes or numbers . Large Collection of Entomological Books alw ays in Stock. Libraries or smn,11 parcels pnrchns<;>d :for bash. SPECIAL CATALOGUES: Entomologic,tl, Botanical, Geological , ChcmicM, Agricnltum l, etc., gmtis on a1)plicatiou . 
38, GREAT QUEEN ST., KINCSWAV, LONDON, W.C. 2. 
PUPJE. 
Telephone: Gernu·d, u1i. 
Ligustri, 3/6; Tiliai, 3/ =; Elpenor, 2/6 ; Populi, 
2/ =; Versico lor, 5/6 ; l\Iac]rnon, JO/ =. 11rAiilo~J&ERs 
NE W BOOK PATTERN STORE BOXES , BEST MAKE, 
:171 x :12. 8 / 6 ea ch. 
BRITISH EXAMPLE OF SYNIA MUSOULOSA. 
SEND FOR LISTS . 
LEONARD TATCHELL, 43, SPRATT HALL RD., WANSTEAD, N.E. 
FOR SALE.-Blaudina, Epiphron, Occulta, Lapponar ia, Nubeculosa, 
Herhitla Agathina, Tincta , Versicolor, Trepidaria, Fascia ria,, Papilio-
maria Pinitaria , Tagata, Interrogations, F lavicincta ,ta, Melanopa, 
Oordiera, ]'ascelina. Also the following fine healthy P upre: Versicolor, 
Chaonia, Contigua, Helveticaria., Quercus, var. Callun re, Carpiui. For 
P rice List apply to 
R. LAWSON, 4, MONCRIEFFE TERRACE, CRAIGIE, 
PERTH, N,B, 
CON'.l'ENTS. 
Occurrence of an Australian CEcophorid in England, Edwa-rd Mey1·ick, B.A., 
F.1-t.lS., etc., 265. 'l'wo New Humble-Bees from China, T. D. A. Gockerell, 
265. Stephanus (Parastephanellus) damellicus, ·westw., E. A. Elliott, 
F.E.S., 266. Peronea cristana, Fab., ab. nov. subnigrana, P1·of. Selwyn 
Image, M.A., F.E.S., 267. Peronea cristana: its Life-history, Habits of the 
Imago, Distributi on of the Various Named Forms, and some Speculations 
on the Present Trend of iti. Yariation (continiied), TV. G. Sheldon, F.E.S., 
268. Lepidoptera Collected in 1917, mainly in Gloucestershire and Sussex, 
Rev. J. W. Metcal;fe, M.A., F.E.S., 273. Notes on the Lepidoptern of the 
British Line in France (concluded), Capt. H. D. Smart, M.O., R A .M.O., 
F.E.S., 277. 
N@TES AND OBSERVATIONS.-Chre1·ocampa elpenor larvre on Balsam, J.E. 'l'a1·bat, 
279. Apples attacked by the lar\'re of Porthesia similis (auriflua), Robert 
Adkii ·1, 279. Macroglossa stellatarum in Bedfordshire, OazJt. H.F. Stoneham, 
F.E.S., M.B.O. U., 279. Tortrix pronubana in London District, H. Doibglas 
Smart, 279. Note on Egg-laying of Tortrix pronubana, H. Do1bglas Sm,wt, 
280. Acronycta alni in Oxfordshire, 001.wtenay Lodge-, 280. Polygonia 
c-album in Shropshire, George Potts, 280. Polygonia c-album in Shropshire, 
J. Cosmo Melvill, 281. Papilio machaon in Kent. Geo. B. Pewrson, 281. 
Papilio machaon in 1917, Hiigh Percy Jones, 282. Colias' eousa in London, 
B. Rowland-Brown, 282. Colias edusa, and C. hyale in f:lussex, A. D. Bobson, 
282. Colias- eclusa in Sussex, Capt. G. L. Keynes, H . .A .JYI.C .. 282. Colias 
edusa in Sussex, Robert Adkin, 282. Colias edusa in Hampshire , Rev. J. l!J. 
'l'a,rbat, 283. Envanessa antiopa in Essex, F. TV. Frnhawk, 283. Euvanessa 
antiopa in 1917, H. Rorvland-Brown, 283. Polygonia c-album, etc ., in Wales, 
L eicester Payne, 283. f:lphinx convolvuli in Yorkshire and Cheshire. L eiceste1· 
Payne, 283. Sphinx convolvuli in Kent, A. F. Bobby, 284. Sphinx convol-
vuli at Chichester, Joseph Anderson, 284. Acherontia atropos in HampRhire, 
Rev. J . E. Ta1·bat, 284. Notes on some Sphingidre, etc., in 1917, H . 0 . 
Ejjiatom1, F.E.S., M.R.A.C .. 284. Varieties of Abraxas grossulariata at 
Chicheste r , Joseph Anderson, 285. Polia chi, ab. olivacea in DerbyRhii-e, 
Leiceste1· Payne. 285. Butterflies in the Stroud District, 0. Nicholson, 285. 
The 1917 Butterfly Season in Bucks. G. B. Oliver, 286. Cerostoma sequelia, 
T. Ashton Lofthouse, 287. Sale of Mr. Thomas H. Briggs' Oollection, RobC?·t 
Adkin, 287. 
THE BRADY CABINET" 
30 to 40-drawer Cabinets , 10/6 per drawer . 
Pillar Cabinets, 11/6 per drawer. 
These Cabinets are acknowledged by all purchasers for their 
superior workmanship. Drawers 17 in. by 16 in ., on an improved 
dust-tight principle and guaranteed interchangeable. With Plate-
glass or Ma)10gany Panel s to Doors. 
Sample Drawer, with copy of Testimonials, sent on application . 
C . BRADY & SONS, 368, Lower Fore St. , Edmonton, N., G.E.R . 
JAMES GARDNER, 
MANUFACTURER of ALL KINDS of ENTOMOLOGICAL APPARATUS 
52, HIGH HOLBORN , AND 
29, OXFORD STREET, nearly opposite Tottenham Court Road . 
PRICED LISTS ON APPLICATION . 
All Articles Guaranteed: exchanged if not approved of. Friends and Customers 
are requested to note the Addresses, as mistakes occur daily. 
